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Editorial

The rally season is with us again and

this issue contains reports of events

throughout Norfolk and beyond. 

It is particularly gratifying to be able to

report (page 13) on what was possibly

the most successful Drive It Day ever.

This event has, over the past couple of

years, been plagued with last-minute

alterations and cancellations.

This year’s trundle through the Nor-

folk countryside, organised by Dave

Rix with the support of David and

Lynne Wall, saw a bumper turn-out,

with 22 cars involved. Our thanks to all

who attended.

While on the subject of Drive It Day,

our cover picture is a departure from

the usual portrayal of a shiny, restored

car. Taken by Liz Maulden, it shows a

Mk 2 Ruby languishing in a corner of

David Wall’s garden. Liz entered it in

her local photographic society’s com-

petition, where it came second in the

Transport Class. Liz entitled it “The

End of the Road?” – we hope it isn’t.

We are pleased to report that a volun-

teer has come forward to take over the

duties of Treasure from John Wyett,

who will be standing down in 2018.

John will work with them to get them

up to speed and they will, hopefully, be

elected at the next AGM.

The annual membership renewal mara-

thon has finally drawn to a close. We

lost 15 members this time, which is

rather a lot. However, since 1 April,

five new members have joined the club

(see page 6). 

We now have a membership of 88, plus

70 joint members, and updated Contact

and Breakdown Lists have been sent

out. If by any chance you have not re-

ceived yours, or you spot a mistake,

please let the Membership Secretary

know – contact details opposite.

Finally, the user name and password to

access the on-line, full-colour version

of this NA7ter are in the printed ver-

sion, distributed to members.

Rick

The next edition of the NA7ter will be published in October 2017 

Please let the Editor have any contributions before 30 September 

Contact details are on the inside front cover
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Chairman's Chatter

Well, our Eurotour adventure to Aus-

tria is over and almost 2000 miles in 16

days touring in an Austin Seven cer-

tainly tests one’s enthusiasm. Molly,

our ’32 tourer, didn’t miss a beat

despite some arduous climbs through

the mountains. I can report that the

roads in Belgium haven’t changed –

they are still dreadful! And Germany

seemed so busy with traffic every-

where. France, by comparison, is a

much more peaceful and welcoming

place for vintage motoring. Austria is

of course spotless. It is sadly noticea-

ble when returning to the UK how less

tolerant drivers are in this country to

our old cars – it is almost obligatory for

an Audi or BMW to be tailgating and

itching to get past.

One or two vehicles had to call upon

the services of RH Insurance for recov-

ery to the UK with mixed experiences

and causing some to wonder whether

this is in any way related to the recent

takeover of RH by Hiscox Insurance.

Eurotour – A7s in the square at Kirchburg

Photo courtesy Annie Alger
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Hugh Barnes, Secretary to the A7CA,

is collating feedback and will report

further on his discussions with the

insurers in due course.

After over two weeks in an Austin I

freely admit I hesitated over Drive It

Night. Rick sympathetically suggested

that I could always come over in a

modern, but then, how can one not turn

up in an Austin on Drive It Night? I

duly gave Karen’s Chummy, Matilda,

some exercise and was glad I did for

what a great turn out of vehicles were

on display. It looked much more

impressive with our cars in a row along

the fence. It was a rather gloomy drive

home as, wouldn’t you know it, Mat-

ilda’s dynamo packed up as soon as I

entered Mattishall! Lights were there-

fore used sparingly until I reached a

particularly dark stretch through wood-

land. I turned the headlamps on and

was startled to see a pair of muntjack

deer looking at me in equal surprise!

The National Austin Seven Rally at

Beaulieu is nearly upon us and is

always an event I look forward to. I am

not a great lover of static shows, and

Karen will tell you that I am ever so

slightly paranoid about sticky children

approaching my pride and joy. How-

ever, this is the one event that is exclu-

sive Austin 7, with plenty of

autojumble and of course the trade

stalls of our “cherished suppliers” of

Austin spares. One could almost say it

is “members only”. By that I mean that

it is a gathering of like-minded enthu-

siasts from all over the country and an

opportunity to renew acquaintances.

The general public can access the event

via the motor museum but they are

generally a minority. 

As this is the last Natter before our Pic-

nic in the Paddock in Bardwell, don’t

forget to join us at Pelham House for a

relaxing day of fun and frolics in the

sunshine – I hope! Full details and how

to find us are on the website (and

page 34) and lastly, but most impor-

tantly, bacon butties will be available

from 10 am.

Whatever you do in your Austin, safe

and happy motoring.

Dave Witton
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News

Rubber Band and Downhill Racing 
A depleted field, but a new record set

The fifth running of the “Tuddenham

TT” took place at the April club night.

A depleted field of nine powered cars

and five downhill racers compete for

the three trophies – Concours prize for

the best-looking racer  and furthest dis-

tance run in each class.

There were entries in the powered class

from Paul Maulden, Dave Rix, Rick

Fryer, John Wyett, John Lain, John

Newton and Charles Levien, the cur-

rent record-holder, with a distance of

38ft 10in, set in 2014.

Lots were drawn for the starting grid

and following scrutineering and the

issue of rubber bands in the paddock,

the competition began. First away was

John Wyett, who achieved a distance

of 12ft 3in – in true pre-war motoring

style, the “Clerk of The Course”, Paul

Maulden, refuses to recognise metrica-

tion! John was followed by Paul’s

number one car, which performed well

and came close to breaking the record

with a run of 34ft 4in.

Next up was Dave Rix, with another

good try at the record – 30ft 4in. He
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was followed by Charles Levien’s first

car, which achieved a disappointing –

to him – distance of 26ft 7in.

John Lain then took to the track with a

distance of 22ft 5in before it was time

for Charles’ record-holding second car

to perform. And perform it did, with a

a staggering run of 45ft 1in – a new

record! Paul had the unenviable task of

following the new record holder onto

the track with his second car, but could

only manage 28ft 9in.

Your Editor was next, with his modi-

fied but untried car from last year,

which suffered severe wheel spin and

achieved a miserable 3ft 6in. John

Newton was last to run and recorded a

distance of 25ft 2in.

The second round saw a mixture of

success and failure. John Wyett,

Charles Levien(1) and Paul

Maulden(2) improved on their first

round distances, but John Lain, Paul

Maulden(1) and John Newton all

achieved less, as did the record-

Charles Levien prepares to re-

lease his record-breaker.....

...while Henry launches Gran-

dad’s downhill racer
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breaker, Charles Levien(2). Dave

Rix’s car failed to start, suffering from

a broken axle, while the Editor’s woes

continued as his car achieved a nega-

tive distance!

Following the rubber-banders, the

downhill racers took to the floor. There

were five entrants, but the Editor's

Soap Box Duck, which had performed

so well in last year’s demonstration

was disqualified for being over-size –

it really was not his night!

Paul had shortened the ramp to prevent

the cars exceeding the space available

and the results after two rounds were:

Dave Rix 21ft 7in, Paul Maulden 20ft

10in, John Lain (represented by grand-

son Henry) 17ft 6in and John’s other

grandson, Tom, 10ft 2in.

The final results were: 

• Longest distance (powered) –

Charles Levien – 45ft 1in.

• Longest distance (downhill) – 

Dave Rix – 21ft 7in.

• Concours prize for the best-looking 

racer, judged by Anne Alger –

Charles Levien.

The winners – Dave (left) and Charles (right) – are presented 

with their trophies
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Annual Club “Drive It Night and BBQ” – 20 June
Dave Rix reports

It was decided this year that the barbe-

cue would be free to members and

either this inducement, or the weather,

or a combination of the two certainly

ensured a good turnout of 7s and their

owners. 42 members attended, along

with 18 Sevens of nine types plus a

Model A Ford, whilst five “mates in

crates” (ie Classics) made up the num-

bers.

The Jubilee Hall staff again did a

splendid job of the BBQ. A couple of

bowls of delicious strawberries (to be

dipped in sugar) and four dozen cup

cakes made a welcome dessert – there

were but crumbs left over!

The evening was fine but cool. Many

earnest and learned-looking discus-

sions took place around various cars by
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the men-folk and I’m sure a few ladies

were regretting their calorific intake!

All-in-all a most successful and enjoy-

able gathering and somehow typically

“English”.

Thanks to the members who made the

evening what it was and to all those

who brought their cars along.

New Members
Please join us in welcoming the following new members to the club:

Bob and Jayne Coe live in Scole, near

Diss and own a 1937 Ruby.

Keith and Julie Barber also own a

Ruby (1936) and come from Horsford,

near Norwich

Danny and Debbie Austin live in

Bunwell, near Norwich, and own a

1934 APD Tourer.

Bob and Rosa Thrower come from

Carleton Rode, near Norwich. Bob, a

long-time Austin 7 man, has a 1930

RK aluminium widedoor saloon and a

1934 Van.

Martin and Sally Holmes have

recently returned from Australia and

now live in Stalham. Although they

don’t currently own a “Seven”, Martin,

who is a professional car restorer, has

had several in the past and is looking to

own one again soon.#

Potential Member in Need of a Car
The Editor recently received a call

from a potential new member looking

for “a nice Seven” for sale, preferably

in our region. He would like a RN/RP

Box saloon but would consider any

nice sensibly priced car.

Please contact the Editor if you know

of a suitable car for sale.

Existing Member in Need of a Gearbox
David Charles, driving a borrowed

car, had the misfortune to wreck his

gearbox on the Eurotour. 

If anyone has a spare four-speed (pref-

erably synchromesh) box, David

would be pleased to hear from them.

Contact him on 07940917588 or

mail@a7special.co.uk
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SUTTON
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Runs & Rallies

Ufford – 1 April
Dave Rix gets the season off to a good start

One of my favourite “back road runs”

is down to deepest Suffolk where, at

this time of year, the White Lion Inn at

Ufford hosts a most remarkable collec-

tion of vintage cars of all makes,

shapes and sizes.

To cover all cars at this event would be

quite a task, suffice it to say if your

interest is the ‘20’s and 30’s cars and

motorbikes this is the place to visit ---

no rules and regs, just turn up and park.

Hot food, live music, plenty of seats

and a pub, what else can old geezers

need? (Answers on a postcard please –

Editor ).

Quite where these cars have travelled

from is a mystery, but a Talbot-owning

friend says a few of that marque had

come over from Holland and were on a

tour. There was also a handsome Aus-

tin Twelve Tourer. The late ‘20s Bent-

leys are always favourites of mine.

However there was a stunning Bugatti,

(possibly a 35 or 35B) with polished

tubular front axle and suspension,

which contrasted with the relative cru-

dity of the Bentley design – was it

Ettore who said “the Bentley is the fin-

est high-speed lorry”?

A car we couldn’t quickly identify

turned out to be a big Crossley (the
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b****y great cross on the rad should

have been a clue!). It’s not a make I’ve

seen much of I must say. Another car

whose name is familiar but seldom

seen was an immaculate Calthorpe,

probably 12hp I would guess.

Although surrounded by such exotic

machinery our club’s three Sevens

attracted more than their fair share of

attention and we may have a new mem-

ber joining our merry crew if Rick’s

charm and persuasion work! In addi-

tion to Rick and Cherry in Cecil the

Special were Paul Maulden, travelling

solo in the Ruby, along with John Lain

and myself in Poppy, the ‘new’ RN.

Rick and Cherry had appeared in my

mirror as we drove through Framling-

ham and for the first time I can remem-

ber we arrived at a venue before them

– by about 15 seconds!

Apart from our 7s there were few other

cars in the “small, cheap and popular”

bracket, such as the Ford Y or Morris

8, plus a couple of A7 specials, but we

upheld our lowly social status with

pride!

Also in attendance, but in their Spitfire

this time, were Phil and Tricia Sharpe

(with Winston the dog) and ex-mem-

bers David and Janet Lobb in a classic

Volvo. All classics are put into a

meadow with two hedges between

A handsome Austin Twelve Tourer
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them and us, so that never the twain

shall meet.

Google tells me it should take me 1hr

2mins to travel the 40 miles to Ufford.

I did it in 1hr 30mins which is

26.66mph average. As it’s mostly

twisty roads I reckon that’s not too

bad!

An A7 Special arrives at the White Lion

A game of follow-my-leader in Norfolk on Drive It Day – see opposite
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Drive It Day – 23April
A record turnout on St George’s Day

Drive It Day, promoted by the Federa-

tion of British Historic Vehicle Clubs,

is held on the Sunday nearest St

George’s Day, as an annual commem-

oration of the first Thousand-Mile

Trial in 1900. 

This year’s St George’s Day found 11

Sevens, an A35, an MG Special, an

MGBGT and a modern Bentley in the

carpark of “Roys of Wroxham”

(above). They were joined by David

Wall in his Austin 20 Mayfair limou-

sine, who led us in a game of follow-

my-leader to his house at Pennygate,

Barton Turf.

There we found four more Sevens and

an Austin 12 parked on the lawn in

front of the house. We all managed to

squeeze ourselves in and were soon

tucking into tea, coffee and delicious

scones provide by Lynne.

Having eaten the Walls out of house

and home, and inspected David’s col-

lection of “works in progress”, most of

us continued on our way, by a variety

of routes, to the river at Coltishall.

Here some of us had picnics, while oth-

ers ate in the pub. The collection of

cars scattered around the carpark drew

a lot of interest from the public. 

We all

managed to

squeeze ourselves in...
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Following lunch, we took to the road

again, heading for our next destination,

Gunton Park water-powered sawmill.

Dave Rix had planned a route mostly

using back lanes and we arrived at the

mill safely to find yet another Seven

waiting for us. This brought the total

number of cars involved to 22 – 16

Sevens, an Austin 12 and an Austin 20,

an A35, two MGs and the Bentley –

which we think is a record turnout for

our club on Drive It Day, although not

all completed the entire run.

The unique thatched sawmill at Gun-

ton Park was built around 1824 and is

powered by two water-wheels taking

water from the ornamental lake in front

of the house. One wheel drives a circu-

lar saw, while the second powers a rare

reciprocating frame saw (right). This

started working again in 1988 follow-

ing a ten-year restoration.
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After an interesting tour of the mill and

its workings, we went outside to find

that a pair of Stanley Steamers had

arrived. Rides were being offered and

several of our members went for a spin

– or should it be a puff?

Leaving the mill, those in desperate

need of a tea, coffee or the lavatory

headed to Alby Crafts, where all were

available. The Makepeace contingent

arrived shortly afterwards, complete

with a cake to celebrate Chris’s 51st

birthday – a perfect end to a perfect

day.

...several of

our members

went for a spin...

Care Home Visit

On Sunday 7 May the club paid a visit to the Dell Care Home at Oulton Broad. 

Nine cars (below) turned out to remind the residents what motoring used to be like.
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Bungay Lions Classic Vehicle Rally and Country Fayre – 30 April

Dave Rix visits Earsham Hall – photos courtesy of Phil Sharpe 

This show grows larger every year and

this was the biggest yet, with more side

shows, rides and a better variety of

food outlets than previously.

There were well over 500 entries of

(mostly classic) cars, motor cycles,

tractors, and military vehicles. A smat-

tering of pre-war cars was amongst the
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throng and nine of us lined up together.

The nine included four of our club, an

early Pierce Arrow and a’26 Bullnose

Morris, the others being two Austins

and a Morris Ten.

Myself (Chummy) and Mrs R (RN,

and well on the way in her conversion

course, although she reminds me she

learnt to drive on an RN – but she was

very young, of course!) joined Barney

and Jean Barnard in their RP and Phil

and Trisha Sharpe (Ruby), while John

White was somewhere among the

madding crowd with his Austin 10hp.

John and Christine Lain’s MG was

parked among the Classics and Henry

and Jennifer Thorne had their book dis-

play at the bottom of the hill, away

from the keen breeze where we were

parked.

Among the cars was quite a gathering

of Morris Minors – is there a collective

term for a mass of Minors? The car to

take home would be the superb silver

Aston Martin DB6 which stood out

among the more mundane machinery

on show. For the restorers among us a

large mid-engined Sentinel truck was

an example of how to do it properly.

Needs a big old garage, though.

The hall is also a large furniture and

kitchen showroom, but I somehow

missed the joy of browsing around –

pity! 

John White’s Austin 10
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Skeyton Goat Classic Car & Motorcycle Rally – 7 May
The Editor enjoys a sunny day out

We always enjoy Skeyton Goat – it is

generally a well-organised show, with

plenty of autojumble and car-boot-type

stalls. More importantly, it is well-

attended, with a good selection of vehi-

cles and we usually get to chat to some

interesting and knowledgable people.

This year we had the added bonus of a

warm sunny day, a welcome change

Colin Aldridge’s 

imposing 1916 

Model T Ford
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after a week of indifferent weather,

which certainly brought the cars and

crowds out.

Among the club members who showed

up on the field, four had brought cars:

Michael Spinks in his Austin 12/4 fab-

ric saloon; new members Keith and

Julie Barber, plus son, daughter-in-law

and grandson Jacob in their 1936

Ruby; Colin Aldridge in his imposing

1916 Model T Ford; and ourselves, in

the van. Also about were Henry and

Jennifer Thorne, who were manning

their book-stall, and Paul Bellison and

his son, who had come in a modern.

There was the usual dearth of prewar

cars, although those there included one

or two interesting machines. We were

parked next to an impressive twenties’

Rolls Royce with an interesting his-

tory. During the war it was converted

to a van (to get extra petrol coupons)

and then spent time as a NAAFI can-

teen before being fitted with its lovely

current Barker body. Also on the field

was a delightful 1925 “oily rag”

Wolseley 11/22 (see below). There

were also motorbikes aplenty, but

again, very few from prewar days.

...parked next to an impressive 

twenties’ Rolls Royce...
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A Saunter through the Saints – 28 May
Dave Rix reports on this well-supported annual event.

Once again Secretary Paul and wife

Liz produced an excellent run through

the Saints area – the Saints being a

group of villages all beginning with

“Saint”, not a bunch of very nice peo-

ple, as you might think

A morning of perfect weather saw 13

club and five guest cars meet at the

Three Willows garden centre and café

on the outskirts of Bungay – a new

watering place from previous years

and a very successful choice, too.

There were 11 Sevens in various

guises, an MG B and a Model A Ford

from the club, while two Austin 10s, an

Austin 12 tourer, a Spridget and a very

modern sporty Jaguar were contributed

by the guests.

Our wonderfully serpentine route

wended its way through the springtime

countryside and also took us into many

“fields”, as Paul had said it would. First

to crop up was Homersfield, followed

by Metfield, Fressingfield, Cratfield,

Laxfield, Ashfield Green and Wing-

field before finally reaching our lunch

destination of the Huntingfield Arms.

There were of course other villages,

including the picturesque small town-

ship of Stradbroke. We also passed by

the Oasis Camel Centre in the midst of

all the greenness, which added a

delightfully quirky touch to the saun-

ter.

We spent an excellent afternoon wan-

dering, chatting and generally enjoy-

ing the sunshine. We were also

gratified to accept, on Vincent the

Van’s behalf, a small trophy (left) for

third best car in the show – behind a

fifties Sunbeam Alpine and a sixties

Zephyr.
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� The convoy prepares to leave the Three Willows garden centre....

....then wends its way through the springtime countryside �
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The patron of the Huntingfield Arms

provided a meal which many agreed

was the best we’d had for many a year.

The cars were parked on the green in

front of the Inn and the scene (below)

looked just as it must have in the

1930s.

So ended a most enjoyable days run

and we all congratulate Paul and Liz on

their efforts in planning it – and for

inviting those of us who passed their

place on our way home in for a cuppa

and cake!
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Euston Rural Pastimes – 11 June
A sunny show with a surprising ending!

The weather for this popular event was

excellent – sunny, with a cool breeze –

and six members’ cars made up the

NA7C line-up. There might have been

more, but several of the regular show-

goers were on holiday or off on the

Eurotour.

In attendance (see above) were Dave

and Tricia Rix in “Poppy”, their RN,

Paul and Liz Maulden in “Ruby”,

Michael Spinks with his Austin 12/4

fabric saloon, Mavis and Trevor

Jenkins in their Big Seven, John and

Christine Lain in their MGBGT and

your Editor and Cherry in “Vincent the

Van”. Also spotted around the show

were members John Wyett and Roger

Harnor, who had come in moderns. 

Among the rows of 350 cars on the hill,

most were post-war “classics”. There

was the now usual dearth of pre-war

cars – about 25, or 7% of the total –

five of which belonged to our club,

while another, a 1928 Humber 14/40,

was ex-member David Lobb’s newest

acquisition. There was also a good

selection of post-war motorbikes, sev-

eral interesting commercials and over

100 stationary engines.

Down at the bottom of the hill were the

usual proliferation of tractors, traction

engines (both full-size and model) and

an interesting 1923 Stanley Steam Car

(overleaf).

The remainder of the showground was

taken up with the usual trade, craft and

charity stalls, of which there is always

a good selection at Euston. The ring

events followed the well-established

pattern – horses, hounds, farm machin-
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ery and this year’s “star turn”, the Kan-

garoo Kid, a quad bike stunt rider.

There was also an aerobatic display by

the Wildcats in their Pitts Special

biplanes.

The afternoon drew on. The sunshine

decreased and the breeze got stronger

and colder. People began packing up

and heading for home, so we did like-

wise, only to find the exit gates locked!

Despite the fact that people had been

leaving freely earlier, the stewards had,

apparently, decided to enforce the rules

and make everyone stay on site until

the official closing time. In fact, the

man with the key for both exit gates

had disappeared with it. Leaving aside

the health and safety aspects of such an

action – a major fire or accident springs

to mind – the sheer stupidity of enforc-

ing the rules in the face of an ever-

increasing queue of increasingly frus-

trated exhibitors, on whom the success

of future shows depends beggars

belief.

However, in due course common sense

prevailed, the gates were unlocked and

we all escaped. A most unusual end to

an otherwise enjoyable day.
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FBHVC News

The NA7C is a member of The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs. They

publish a bi-monthly magazine that highlights legislation and other topics which may

affect our hobby. Articles of interest will be reprinted here. If any member would like

to read the magazine in full, please contact the Editor, or visit the FBHVC website

at: www.fbhvc.co.uk

UK Legislation 
Bob Owen

Following the calling of a General

Election on 8 June we are into yet an-

other period of governmental 'purdah',

during which essentially nothing of

significance is decided, or if it is decid-

ed, is not disclosed. In addition of

course, our normal route into matters

political is closed to us as the members

of the All Party Parliamentary Historic

Vehicles Group, at least those who are

not Peers, concentrate on the more im-

portant matter of getting re-elected.

Furthermore, new governments always

mean changes of ministers, so we

might have to look at establishing rela-

tionships with new people in the near

future. Inevitably, this slows things

down, so the advice must be to be pa-

tient on matters concerning our inter-

ests.

Compulsory Insurance under the EU Motor Insurance Direc-

tive ('Vnuk') 

We introduced this contentious subject

in the previous Issue of the Newsletter.

To remind you all briefly, as a result of

a decision of the European Court of

Justice (known as 'Vnuk') which re-in-

terpreted the EU Motor Insurance Di-

rective, the UK Government has

decided they need to compel insurance

of all motor vehicles, whether or not

they are used on the highway.

They issued what they describe as a

'Technical Consultation' to assist them

in more fully understanding the prob-

lems such a decision might have and to

gain an understanding of the views of

all those with an interest in the conse-

quences.

Clearly the major high profile conse-

quence was the possible effect on mo-

tor sport, including historic
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motorsport, as the insurance industry

has made clear their unwillingness to

insure significant aspects of motor

sport activities.

But to us there were two further major

issues:

(a) The effect on vehicles which are not

currently, or perhaps ever, going to

move, and 

(b) The effect of extension of the cate-

gories of vehicle covered, which could

particularly affect a range of historic

agricultural and horticultural vehicles.

We set many of our concerns out in the

last issue of the Newsletter

After much thought, we have managed

to do a full response to the Consulta-

tion. We provided a general statement

of our views and provided answers

supported by as much data as possible

from the point of view of our members

on many of the specific questions

asked by the Consultation, pointing out

the practical and administrative diffi-

culties which were likely to arise. A

précis of the Consultation is on the

website and we will of course keep you

aware of any developments as they

arise. Again, we need not expect any

significant developments until after the

General Election.

DVLA 

Ian will deal with the detail of our progress with DVLA but I will cover a few specific

issues.

Vehicle Excise Duty 

Vehicles manufactured up to 31 De-

cember 1976 are now under the Fi-

nance Act subject to a nil rate of VED.

However, there is an important issue of

which we ought to advise you. Up to

this year, when a vehicle was in fact

manufactured before the qualifying

year end date but was first registered

after that date, DVLA have accepted

applications from its keeper, supported

of course by valid evidence emanating

from the vehicle manufacturer, to

amend the V5C to show the correct

manufacturing date and thus enable the

vehicle to be included in the historic

class. This arrangement was formally

negotiated between DVLA and the

Federation. 

DVLA will no longer do so. Their rea-

sons arise from the introduction in

1976-7, of the V55/1 Form system of

registration, completed by the dealer at
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time of first registration, which of

course usually coincides with sale. 

DVLA say they do not record date of

manufacture because the dealer signs a

form saying the vehicle is 'new and un-

used' and that this must mean that it

was manufactured in the same year as

the declaration.

That means, for instance, that a vehicle

manufactured towards the end of the

year 1976 but sold in 1977 must, ac-

cording to DVLA, have been manufac-

tured in 1977. Thus they will not make

the amendment to the V5C which ena-

bles the vehicle to be included in the

historic registration class and qualified

for nil rate VED. Inevitably there will

be a significant number of vehicles af-

fected, as it is totally impossible for

every vehicle to be registered on the

day of manufacture and in the normal

course of things the period between

manufacture and sale will on occasions

cross a year end. This problem will roll

forward year by year with the rolling

40 year VED exemption.

We did have some advance notice of

this problem over the last two years as

a few keepers have attempted to get

their correct date of manufacture re-

corded, so that when the time came un-

der the rolling 40 year VED exemption

scheme, they could simply apply for

entry into the historic class. Their ap-

plications have been rejected by DV-

LA. While that had no actual adverse

effect at the time, we pointed out to

DVLA that it would become a live is-

sue when the date of 31 December

1976 was reached and that people

would be being wrongfully required to

pay VED. We achieved no solution

and the magic date has now been

reached.

We have protested strongly that the

DVLA interpretation cannot be correct

and that it means that keepers of vehi-

cles affected are being required to pay

VED from which in law they are ex-

empt. While we do not usually encour-

age everyone with a problem to contact

us, in this case we are clear that the

problem cannot be solved by individu-

als and would ask anyone who requests

that their V5C show that it was actually

manufactured in 1976 and has that re-

quest rejected to let us know.

Originality of Bodies 

The wheels grind slowly as is usual. As

yet nothing has come to us from appli-

cations for recovery of registrations

under V765 or for dating certificate

supported registrations to cause con-

cern. We will of course continue to

monitor the position.

Meanwhile advice to members making

applications for vehicles, where there
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may be questions about bodywork, re-

mains that they should follow the rec-

ommendations set out in the Issue 1 of

2017 of the Newsletter as closely as

possible.

As before, if any applicant considers

that an application, whether for a re-

registration under V765 or a dating

certificate supported registration, has

been rejected despite appearing to the

applicant to comply with these rules,

then they should approach us.

Accurate V5Cs and the Vehicle Enquiry Service (VES) 

While DVLA had advised us, and we

duly reported in the last Issue of the

Newsletter, that from the end of March

the Vehicle Enquiry Service (VES)

would require entry of only the regis-

tration to enable a search, this change

got delayed. It has now been intro-

duced. It is of note that in its formal an-

nouncement of the change, DVLA

specifically recognises the importance

of this change to the owners of historic

vehicles.

The underlying issue of problems with

the DVLA database recording some

vehicle details incorrectly of course re-

mains. The recommendation I made in

the previous issue, that those making

new applications for registrations, par-

ticularly in respect of older overseas

vehicles, which are likely not to have

relevant codes, to not complete the

Model portion of the V55/5, remains

valid. 

Roadworthiness Testing 

Progress in DfT on this matter appears

glacial. The response to the Consulta-

tion, due to appear on 31 January, has

not appeared and will now presumably

have to await the settling down of a

new administration.

I had hoped, following the meeting

with the Department for Transport

which I reported on in the last Issue,

possibly to have seen progress on the

establishment of a workable method of

deciding what is a Vehicle of Historic

Interest (VHI) and indeed to have been

involved in some level of discussion. 

Although the Federation is opposed in

principle to the need for such a classi-

fication, we do need to understand how

VHIs would be decided upon practical-

ly in the event that our pleas are ig-

nored. We are clear that the 8 point rule

is not workable as a basis. However,

we have heard no more regarding any

consultation on a proposed test, and

will now no doubt have to wait till after

purdah.
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We understand that the current Minis-

ter responsible, John Hayes MP, had

said he did not support the application

of any mileage limit, news which we

found encouraging. We will have to

see what transpires following the elec-

tion in this regard. 

Low Emissions Zones 

Just as we went to press the Govern-

ment issued a Consultation called

'Tackling nitrogen dioxide in our

towns and cities'. It is the consequence

of a ruling of the High Court that the

Government must produce a plan on

improving air quality. It is very general

in nature but the Federation will be re-

sponding to relevant parts of the Con-

sultation. We will update you in the

next edition

The only other matter of note is that the

Emissions Surcharge to the London

Congestion Charge (or T Charge as it is

known) will come into force on 23 Oc-

tober. It does of course include an ex-

emption for historic class vehicles. To

remind readers, that does not mean his-

toric vehicles are exempted from the

Congestion Charge itself. 

However, we still do not know if for-

eign historic vehicles (which are of

course by definition not actually in the

UK's historic registration class) are to

be exempt. Nor do we know how, or

indeed if, the system, which operates

on ANPR cameras, would identify lia-

bility of a foreign vehicle for the T

Charge anyway. We will continue to

ask.

DVLA
Ian Edmunds

Vehicle identity 

As a starting point for this edition I am

going to repeat myself! You may feel

this is a distressingly common problem

with the passing of the years but in this

instance it is entirely intentional as re-

cent correspondence has suggested

there is still some confusion on this

matter. The unique individual identity

of a vehicle is defined by the serial

number allocated to it in the manufac-

turing process and the registration is is-

sued to that serial number. To be clear,

by serial number I mean chassis

number, or frame number for motorcy-

cles, or 17 character VIN for vehicles

towards the end of our period.

From this it follows that if the serial

number is lost or changed for any rea-

son during the life or restoration of the
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vehicle the original identity is also lost

and thus the registration is no longer

valid. Repairers and restorers should

bear this in mind when doing their

work as should prospective purchasers

before parting with their money!

It is recognised that a small minority of

vehicles, almost all from the very early

times of motoring, did not have a serial

number and each of these has to be

treated on its merits.

Dating vehicles 

On a similar theme, there is another

long-standing topic that is obviously

still causing confusion in some quar-

ters. When applying to DVLA for an

age-related registration (first registra-

tion in DVLA terms) a simple state-

ment of manufacture date, whether it is

a Heritage Certificate or an extract

from a manufacturers records or a copy

from a Glass's Check Book, is not suf-

ficient by itself. 

This is an understandable requirement

because the dating information merely

states that a vehicle of a particular type

with the quoted chassis number was

manufactured on the stated date, it

does not include any information about

that vehicle today. DVLA expect the

relevant club to take steps to ensure

that the vehicle in question exists, is

what it claims to be and, crucially, car-

ries the correct chassis number. DVLA

will accept photographs of the vehicle

and rubbings or photographs of the

chassis number marking to substantiate

this but clubs would be wise to physi-

cally inspect the vehicle. We do know

of one unfortunate instance where pho-

tographs of a different car were sup-

plied to a club who accepted them in

good faith. We understand that in some

cases DVLA now use SGS to inspect

the vehicle rather than relying on the

club.

Reconstructed classics and radically altered vehicles 

We are by now all aware of the various

descriptions and categories that DVLA

apply to vehicles that fall outside of the

normal routine new vehicle registra-

tion process, I am thinking here partic-

ularly of 'reconstructed classic' and

'radically altered'. Some applicants and

vehicle owners appear to feel that the

application of one of these terms to

their treasured restoration is some form

of slight on the individual vehicle. I be-

lieve this is to misunderstand the proc-

ess.

In the 21st century we have a much

stricter legislative regime than in the

past and cannot, unfortunately, expect

the laissez faire attitudes of the '50s
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and '60s to prevail in vehicle registra-

tion, nor in many other things. DVLA

process an enormous number of appli-

cations and are under constant pressure

to save money (and I for one am not

going to argue with efficient use of my

taxes!) so they have designed a set of

standardised formats to facilitate the

processing of the difficult cases. 'Re-

constructed classic' and 'radically al-

tered' are two of these and I believe that

if they permit the registration, without

the issue of a 'Q' plate and the need for

IVA, of an old vehicle which does not

otherwise readily fit into the system

they should be accepted as a means to

the end. 

FBHVC is generally happy with these

processes and strongly suggests appli-

cants comply with the requirements

which will make successful achieve-

ment of a registration more likely.

However, at the same time, remember

that a simple age-related application

for an original vehicle should not be

using the reconstructed classics proc-

ess.

Pre-1960 vehicles and the MoT 

Some owners of pre-1960 vehicles,

which are of course exempt for the

need for an MoT, are still perplexed to

receive V11 'Reminder to get vehicle

tax' forms bearing the words 'this vehi-

cle needs an appropriate MoT test cer-

tificate'. We consider this to be

misleading and have raised the matter

with DVLA on a number of occasions

but for some reason they seem very re-

luctant to modify the form. Our advice

for some time has been to just ignore

the statement about the MoT as the on-

line system will licence the vehicle an-

yway with no problem. However

recently a quirk in the system has come

to light - if an MoT exempt vehicle

does nevertheless have a voluntary

MoT in place at the time the licence ap-

plication is made the system will check

that the MoT will be valid at the start

date of the licence applied for; if it is

not the application will be refused.

Once the voluntary MoT has expired

the vehicle can be licenced without an

MoT with no problem.
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What’s On

The Events Calendar for 2017 is on page 32. The latest version is available on the

website at 

www.na7c.co.uk

The Club’s Events Coordinator is Dave Rix, who can be contacted on 

01508 493419 or rixna7c@waitrose.com. 

Here are some of the events over the next few months:

Sun 2 Jul – Tricia’s ‘To the Manor Born’ Trundle – Meet at Elvin’s garage (on

roundabout) in Poringland at 10.30am. Anyone wishing to join the run, please

contact Dave Rix.

Sat/Sun 8/9 Jul – Sutton Village Gala Weekend – Graham Makepeace 01692

580424 (Business hours) 01692 580237(Evenings). See page 9 for details.

Sat/Sun 8/9 Jul – Heveningham Country Fair (Wings & Wheels) – Heveningham

Hall

Sun 15 Jul – Run from Edgefield to Thursford – Starting at “The Pigs” in Edge-

field. 10.00am meeting time, with a 10.30am start for the run.

Tue 18 Jul – NA7C Meeting – Skittles Tournament. See page 33 for details.

Sun 30 Jul – Beighton House Garden Party – Beighton House, North Burlingham

(12:00 onwards) – Bring your own picnic and wine. Please contact David Charles on

07940 917588 or mail@a7special.co.uk if you plan on attending.

Sun 6 Aug – RAFA Day - Norfolk & Suffolk Aviation Museum, Flixton

Sun 13 Aug – Picnic in the Paddock  – See page 34 for details

Tue 15 Aug – NA7C Meeting 

Sun 20 Aug – Classic Vehicle Show & Autojumble – Stonham Barns
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Sun/Mon 27/28 Aug – Village at War – Gressenhall Farm & Workhouse, Dereham

Sun 10 Sep – Classic Car Show – Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham

Sun 17 Sep – Classic and Sports Car Show, – Oaksmere Hotel, Brome, Suffolk

Sun 17 Sep – Magnificent Machinery Show – Hickling Barn

Tue 19 Sep – NA7C Meeting – John Newton - An Old-Fashioned Film Show

Skittles Tournament
Jubilee Hall – 18 July 2017

RULES

Entry Fee - £1 per person

Cash Prizes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd

Each contestant to bowl three balls, Total number of pins knocked down 

to constitute the score. If all pins are knocked down with the first or sec-

ond ball, they will be reset and the total added to the score.

If time permits, depending on the number of entrants, further 

attempts may be allowed.

Highest score of the night wins. In the event of a tie, a deciding frame will 

be played.
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A Picnic in the Paddock on Sunday 13 August 2017

You are cordially invited to join Dave and Karen Witton for a picnic and gentle enjoyment in 

the sunshine (we hope!) at:

Pelham House, Low Street, Bardwell, Suffolk, IP31 1AS
Tea and coffee with bacon/sausage butties will be available on arrival any time after 10 am. Please bring

the rest of your picnic dietary needs and drink and something to sit on. You are welcome to bring your

pooches too.

For those in the mood with only mild energy required, we hope to run some sort of gymkhana with a

few silly games thrown in too.

Purely to ensure we don’t disappoint by running out of butties, it would be useful to know the level of

interest so we can plan accordingly. Please let us know if you are interested in joining us. We would be

delighted to welcome you at our new, albeit rather incomplete, abode. We are easy to find. We are a

primrose thatched house, the second house on the left when approaching from the southern, Ixworth,

direction. A map and photo of the front entrance (below) will help you find us.

We look forward to seeing you.

Dave and Karen Witton

david.witton@btinternet.com

07778 494504 01359 250374
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NA7C Events Calendar 2017
Bold type  Underlined = NA7C Organised Event     Bold type = NA7C Supported Event

Normal Type = Event not organised by NA7C but recommended or suggested by NA7C

Grey shaded – a new or amended event

Note: Please let the organiser know if you plan to attend an event

Date E vent Venue Contact

Jul 1 

2

Sat 

Sun

Vintage Transport Festival North Norfolk Railway www.nnrailway.co.uk

2 Sun Tricia's “To The  Manor Born” Trundle Poringland - more details 

to follow

Dave Rix

8 

9

Sat 

Sun

Heveningham Country Fair Heveningham Hall  01728 832363

www.countryfair.co.uk 

8 

9

Sat 

Sun

Sutton Village Gala Weekend Sutton, nr Stalham Graham Makepeace 
01692 580424(Business hours ) 

01692 580237(Evenings)

16 Sun Run from Edgefield to Thursford Start at “The Pigs” 

Edgefield - 10:30

Martin  Jones

Dave Rix

18 Tue NA7C Meeting – Skittles Tournament Jubilee Hall, 

East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Dave Rix 

23 Sun 40th Annual Classic Car Rally King’s Lynn & District M C

23 Sun 40s Lynn (organised by Gressenhall 

Farm & Workhouse) 

Tuesday Market Place, 

King’s Lynn 10am to 4pm

Miriam Burroughs

01362 869262
miriam.burr oug hs@nor folk.go v.uk

29 

30

Sat

Sun

Old Buckenham Air Show Old Buckenham Airfield Dave Rix 
www.o ldbu ck enham air sho w.co.uk

www.o ldbu ck enham air sho w.co.uk/

class ic- car.html

30 Sun Beighton House Garden Party Beighton House, North Burl-

ingham (12 onwards)  - Bring 
your own picnic and wine

David Charles

07940 917 588
mail@a7special.co.uk

Aug 6 Sun RAFA Day - Norfolk &  Suffolk 

Aviation Museum

Flixton Dave Rix 

www.aviationmuseum.net

12 

13

Sat 

Sun

Marsham Summer Show Orchard C ottage, Allison 

Street, Marsham

Dave Rix

13  Sun A Picnic in the Paddock Pelham House, Low Street 

Bardwell, Suffolk, IP31 1AS

Dave and Karen Witton

07778 494504 01359 250374

15 Tue NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, 

East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Dave Rix 

20 Sun Nelson County Car Run Easton College (8.30 - 9.30am) 

to ???

Norwich MG Owners Club

www.nmgoc.co.uk/

Nelson2017.html 

20 Sun Classic Vehicle Show & Autojumble Stonham Barns, Suffolk Ray Witton

01473 655666
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Please Note: All the above events and dates are subject to change. 

Visit our website at www.na7c.co.uk for the latest information

Aug 28 

29

Sun

Mon

Village at War Gressenhall Farm & 

Workhouse, Dereham

Miriam Burroughs

01362 869262

miriam.bu rrou ghs@no rfo lk .g ov.uk

29 Mon Aylsham Show Blickling Hall www.theaylshamshow.co.uk

Sep 3 Sun Stradbroke CAR nival Stradbroke High School 

10:00 - 16:00

Linda Clark 

01379 383987(daytime)

10 Sun King’s Lynn Classic C ar Day Tuesday Market Place 

TBA

TBA

10 Sun Classic Car Show Jubilee Hall, 

East Tuddenham

Dave Rix 

TBA

17 Sun East Anglian Practical Classics 

Classic and Sports Car Show
Oaksmere Hotel, Brome, 

Suffolk, IP23 8AJ

Peter Ashford 

01449 722759

eventseapc@gmail.com 

17 Sun Magnificent Machinery Show Hickling Barn, Hickling 

NR12 0YU 

David Skinner 01692 598150

magnificentmachinery
@hicklingbarn.com

19 Tues NA7C Meeting 

Guest Speaker  - John Newton

An Old-Fashioned Film Show

Jubilee Hall, 

East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Dave Rix 

Oct 17 Tues NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, 

East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Dave Rix 

Nov 15 Tues NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, 

East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Dave Rix 

Dec 12 Tues NA7C Christmas Dinner TBD

Date Event Venue Contact



Speeding?

Sitting on the side of a busy main road waiting to catch speeding drivers, a po-

liceman sees a car pottering slowly along. He checks his instruments and sees it

is doing only 22 mph. He thinks to himself, “This driver is just as dangerous as

someone speeding!” So he turns on his lights, gives chase and pulls the car over. 

Approaching the car, he sees that it contains five little old ladies – two in the

front and three in the back – their eyes wide and white as ghosts. The driver,

obviously worried, says to him, “Officer, I don't understand, I was doing exactly

the speed limit! What seems to be the problem?”

“Ma'am,” the officer replies, “You weren't speeding, but you should know that

driving slower than the speed limit can also be a danger to other drivers.”

“Slower than the speed limit?” she replies. “No, I was doing the speed limit ex-

actly – 22 miles an hour!” and she points to the sign at the side of the road. The

policeman, trying not to chuckle, explained to her that “A22” is the road

number, not the speed limit. A bit embarrassed, the woman grins and thanks

him for pointing out her error.

“But before I let you go, Ma'am, I have to ask; is everyone in this car ok? These

ladies seem awfully shaken and they haven't uttered a single word the whole

time.”

“Oh, they'll be alright in a minute,
officer. We just got off the
A119!”

And Finally...



Club Sales
The following items are available from Paul Mauldon

(01986 872537 or paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com) or at Club meetings

Posters – £5 

Only a few left!

Will not be reprinted

Binder for “Grey Mags” 

or “Natter”

holds 12 copies – £5

90th  Anniversary Tea Towel

£4

Stainless Steel 

Radiator Badges – £9.95 

Also available

Vinyl Windscreen badges

One large and one small badge – £1.50 per set

Club Clothing

Fleeces – £29.50 

Polo Shirts – £12.50 

Baseball Caps – £8.50

All available in a variety of 

colours and sizes

Details from Paul


